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Law of Reflection



Ray Model of Light

Plane Mirror – flat, polished surface that reflects an image

Normal Line – dotted  line perpendicular (90o) to surface 
of mirror

Light Ray – line on diagram representing direction and 
path that light is travelling

Geometric Optics – uses light rays to determine how light 
behaves when it strikes objects



Transmitted - passes straight through

Three things can happen when light encounters a medium:

Reflected - bounces off surface

Refracted - bends as it enters medium

Ray Model of Light



Transparent -  material transmits all or almost all light; 
objects clearly seen through material

Ray Model of Light

Translucent -  material transmits some light but absorbs or 
reflects the rest; objects not clearly seen through material
Opaque -  material doesn’t transmit any light; all light is either 
absorbed or reflected; objects behind material can’t be seen



Reflection off a Plane Mirror
Incident ray - light ray from a source that hits mirror 
Reflected ray - light ray that bounces off mirror

incident ray reflected ray

Angles are measured with reference to the normal line
normal line



Law of Reflection

normal line

angle of 
incidence

angle of 
reflection

Angle of Reflection - angle between reflected ray and normal

Angle of Incidence - angle between incident ray and normal 

1) Angle of Incidence = Angle of Reflection 
2) Incident ray, reflected ray, and normal all in same plane 

incident ray reflected ray



Specular – occurs when light meets a 
smooth, shiny surface  

Reflected light rays all point in same 
direction - parallel 

Clear reflection is observed

Diffuse – occurs when light meets a 
rough, dull surface  

Reflected light rays are scattered in 
different directions - not parallel 

Blurry reflection is observed

Diffuse reflection obeys the 
Law of Reflection



Measuring an Angle
STEP 2: Rotate your protractor so the “0” line is on the normal
STEP 3: Measure the number of degrees to the line (start from “0”)

Angle of 
incidence = 30°

Angle of 
reflection = 30°

STEP 1: Place the “0” point of your protractor on angle’s vertex 

normal



Drawing an Angle
STEP 2: Place the “0” point of your protractor on the end of the line.
STEP 3: Make sure that the “0” line is on the line just drawn
STEP 4: Place a dot at the desired angle
STEP 5: Join the dot to the end of the line that was the 0° point

STEP 1: Use a ruler to draw a straight line.

(let’s say 60°)

60°


